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Wisdom is a favor of the gods.
Wisdom is a guideline to good life.
Wisdom is a away to inflict less pain.
Wisdom is peace between countries.
Wisdom is a way of life.
Wisdom, in youth you learn to value her.
Wisdom is a diamond in a necklace. It shines for everyone visible.
Wisdom you can save lives by getting her.
Wisdom, by life one learns what is good and what not.
Wisdom, may she be in your footsteps.
May Wisdom be your light till end of life.
May wisdom make your communication friendly.
May wisdom bring solace in times of distress.
Tthere is no wisdom without goodness.
There is no wisdom without someone noting or writing it down.
There is no wisdom without effort to get her.
Learn the ways of good people and get the same mercy.
Learn to count the steps of good deeds.
Learn to take chance for doing good deeds.
There is no wisdom in violence.
There is no wisdom in bad things.
For there is no damage without a cause.
For there is violence without cause.
There is no wisdom without experience.

There is gold in the world. But one knows her as avarice.
There is silver in the world. But one knows her as currency.
There is gemstone on earth. But it is false gloss.
Happiness is a gem without form.
Happiness is gold without desiring her.
Happiness is as silver, it shines and has a glance..
There is no happiness without a goal.
There is no happiness without a way.
There is no happiness which is not obtained by goodness.
There is no happiness which cannot be obtained without wisdom.
May happiness, lead the man as shine into eternity.
May happiness assist the country with peace.
May happiness give the poor rest.
May happiness help the sick.
May happiness obtain peace for a good life.
Happiness is as silver in an ormanent, good and valuable.
Happiness is as a bottle of water in drought.
Happiness is as food after a famine.
Happiness they get her by effort and labour
Happiness is a quest. May fulfillment give her.
Does it appear to be succesfull without happiness. Let her proof herself.
Does it appear succes without being happiness there. Then the goal is not pointing to
her.

Religion and worship.
Every religion knows her gods and powers.
Every religion knows her means and goals.
Every religion has a goal. from the good tot the truth.
Every religion has means from peace to violence.
Every religion brings prosperirt or succes.
Every religion shines as a sun over het members.
Every religion is as water. you obtain her by getting from the well.
Every religion. may use her instruments with her goal.
Religions promise. safety. prosperity and effect.
Religions know means to get members.
Religions know means to protect members.
Religions know means to use with purpose.
Religions has members as her instrument.
Religions has as means the communication.
Religions, has as purpose a peacefull or prosper society.
Religion by submission or surrender, one gets to be a member.
May the religions have goodness as goal and means.
May the religions have peace als goal and means.
May violence be a disease, which can be healed.
May damage be a characteristic which can be repaired.
There are good things possible without religion. But one knows no meaning which is
above nature.
Are there means without result.
Are there goals without source.
Are there deeds without intention.
Are there means without use.

Characteristic is a visible appearance which can have a name. and a meaning in communication.
Wisdom is a qay to give a deed in an event a good meaning.
Goodness is a characteristic of deeds or events that accelarate peace and wellfare.
Happiness is a feeling of satisfaction which gives no heaviness and no misfortune.
May the good be in the world as a border for the bad and cruel.
May the good be in the world as a border for what has no order.
May the good be protected by their source.
Wisdom and goodness. Two characteristics of light.
Religion and wellfare. two charectaristics of enlightenment.
Meaning and use. two characteristics of deeds.
May wisdom lead to goodness.
May wisdom lead to happiness.
There is prosperity without effort.
But there is no prosperity without wisdom.
There is no act without good intention which gives goodness.
There is no life without action.
There is no life without meaning.
There is n o life without goal.
But there if there is a goal without life, it is as was it without means.

A country has laws to keep order between her inhabitants.
A country has plights for het citizends to have prosperity.
A country has rules to order acts.
A country with laws bringing peace. lessen damage. and is a border for bad members .
That is a characteristic of goodness.
A country with plights with gives meaning for the whole county is a characteristic of
goodness.
A country which knows no war is like wisdom.
A country which knows no war is as a characteristic of goodness.
But war can come without reason.
But war can come with damage and murder.
May war not appear.
May peace come without resistance.
Countries have characteristics of goodness, wisdom, meaning and purpose.
Countries may be there as order in space.
But no coutnry get larger without mercy or war.
Countries are borders between language, culture, or religions.
Countries are ruled by their inhabitants, or by grace.
Countries without law, are going to randomness and violence.
Countries without plight fall due to characteristics of futility.
Countries. A country knows her rulers.
Countries. A country knows her government.
But rulers and governers need the mercy of the people to may rule.

Companies and organisations are as a group of people who work for the same goal. with
a specific means of action.
Companies may by retaining goals get fame or fortune.
May fortune be good for the whole of society.
May the fame be usefull for society.
Companies. there can be action without law.
Companies. there can be action without rules.
But wisdom follows peace and goodness.
And companies knoiw there means.
Companies know their goal.
But no worker knows the goal as the leader does.
But no worker uses the means as used by the leader.
A group with the same purpose, and the same menas is as a group which finds each other
in what is corresponding.
A group which is divided and fights each other.
Is a group which doesn’t advocate good features.
Organsations know means. The prularity of workers.
As an organism it exists in the society.
May the biggest organisation be as a global network which brings peace for everyone.
Without judging as poor, weak, strong, rich, or healthy.

The best of religion is bigger and trancends reality.
The best of religiond is as grace or favor for everyone who wishes for it.
The best of religiond is a mercy and would wish prosperity for her members.
Instrument, slave or servant. there is no specific term for acquiring that highest religion.
The best of religions. One wishes for her as worship of powers, without characteristics
and form.
A religion is obliged to hold her promises.
A religion is obliged to keep her sources.
But there is a way to trancend all acts. By allowing that might to be as the source of your
acts.
But there is a way to trancend all intentions. by devoting that source of intentions to that
might.
Religion.
There is a god who exists in all realities.
From the supreme to every one.
That power, that god is the Allmighty.
May that power have mercy for who wants to know her.
May that power show herself to them wo seek for her.
May that power save all lost and damned ones.
May that power grant our society light.

Allmighty,
Grant us peace and prosperity.
Allmighty
Grant us happiness and wellfare.
Allmighty
Bring our country t peace.
Allmighty
Grant me and my family rest and wisdom.
Allmighty
May our existance be give light by you.
Allmighty
I want to be a citizen in your empire.
Allmighty,
I give my being to you, so i want to be an instrument of you.
Allmighty,
Grant wisdom to the ones longing fo it
Grant the knowledge to goodness to them searching for it.
Allmighty
Every day i hope to do things for your purpose.
Every day i hope to do the things you want me to do.
Allmighty,
Every one who is searching for you, May he find you.
Allmighty,
Every one who wished to be your instrument. May they reach to you in their prayers.

Light is as warmness and glance in the darkness.
Light comes from fysical appearance from the sun and the moon.
Light is as knowledge which gives the purpose its meaning.
Light is as a mean to give meaning to what is visible.
Light is as knowledge giving happiness and satisfaction.
Light. she can be obtained by giving purpose as a source to all that lives.
Light is a expertise in technology.
But she is surpassed by natural light sources.
light is as skill in acts. but without knowledge she is meaningless.
Light is a favor whivh gives every living being the mercy to be able to act.
Light brings forth also the food which is required by both good and bad people.
Light is a source of power which when controlled gives advantage for the controller.
Which allows violence if it doesn’t use wisdom to give peace to every being.
There is no light which gives happiness without warmth.

Energy,
There exist energy without costs available for everyone.
But as soon as she is invented peace is lost. For them who are powerfull forbid her.
Energy
In old times they were busy getting food and shelter.
But in this time there is effort of doing things without direct significance.
From emergency to satisfaction to pleasure.
In former times when there was emergency everyone worked for the same purpose.
Surely emergency is solved by labour.
In times where satisfaction was, one obtained food and shelter.
By editing food and means to beauty they got satisfaction.
But in these times one knows pleasure because it is not directly necessary and satisfaction
without avail has no value.
Energy.
There is a cost price which will be known in the future.
If energy is without means. it is as form without appearance.
Energy.
As civilisation we longe for enegry without labour.
As civilisation we longe for prosperirty without effort
As civilisation we know sources which are used by labour.
But if no one works, the society degenerates.

Might
Might can be obtained by violence ,mercy or knowledge.
By violence there is pressure to her members to give advantage to the few who rule.
Might by mercy is as rulers do acts as hero and got their postion with it.
Mercy because they saved and helped people.
Might by power is as a man who gets recognition by technology.
Might.
One may not rule without giving favors to her members.
Might.
One may not rule without protecting her members.
Might.
One may not rule without helping her members get prosperity.
Might.
In these times power is with one person or a group of persons.
In the future there is power with another person or group of persons.
By war, purpose or means the might changes form.
War brings submission.
Purpose changes the structure of might.
Means changes the people subject to that power.
May wisdom in the country bring peace without becoming feature of wealth or fame.
May light give the country peace without being sold for money.

May the war be won by the good.
May the conflict end by peace.
May mankind, every member. grant equality.
May mankind, every member. grant the fullfilment of need to shelter and food.
May mankind wear as color the good.
May mankind, get as form the light.
May mankind bring forth as labour wellfare.
May mankind acquire hapiness as the good.
May mankind work as living together.
May mankind. work together as an organism to oneness.
May mankind know one unambiguously goal.
May mankind. know a goal with peace. wisdom and goodness as features.
May mankind grant wisdom to all her members.
May mankind. Grant peace between al her member.
May mankind know the final goal.
May mankind, learn to recognize her creators and serve them.
May mankind experience peace, prosperity, and wisdom.

If animals are conscious. let us recognize them and handle them without inflicting pain.
If animals know intelligence. Let us not subdue them to our goals and being.
If animals are important for earth. let us preserve them.
If there are animals giving us happiness. let us recognize them and keep them aside us.
If there are people not having a pleasant form. let us not despise them.
If there are people who are not of use for society. let us teach them or support them.
If there are people choosing violence or the bad above a life of significance.
Let us punish them so they get to goodness.
If gods are bad, start war, and bring forth violence.
Let the gods who serve goodness punish them.
If there are gods who start war, create violence.
Let us interrogate them and describe their features.
If there are powers above us. let it be good powers.
Because whe otherwise can not escape their power.
If there are powers above us. let them have bigger responsability.
Let them act according to their position.
May the empire of the good also bring peace without form.
May the empire of the good also bring wellfare without form.
If there are empires of good rulers. let them help and support the weak and sick.
Even outside the border of the normal.

In old eastern religions following the moment was valued high. Als named as following the
perpetuate moment.
In books of various writers it was described as being here on this current mment.
Here on the place of your body. and on the time that is actual.
In writngs about Krsna it is called as rejecting the illusoir world.
The world which is called Maya in sanskrit.
Also in books of Shankara it is described.
The elimination of the duality. of body and mind.
By following the experience of reality one gets a peacefull existance.
The sphere of illusion is the one where the thoughtprocess is happening.
They change and edit the view or perception of the person.
The rope in darkness you think you see a snake.
Therefore reality is experienced as hostile. and you start fighting it.
Or the metaphore of the moon shining in the water.
It is not existing in the water but is reflected by it.
This wisdom is as pointing to the wisdom and not realising it.
Following the moment is exercised by people of old times untill this time.
But how people discovered it is not vivid surely.
By some people investigation of the mind is the advance. the division of the real and the
unreal. The division of the temporary and the eternity.
Other people realiste by praying to the Allmighty.
May the world in the mind wreck in those people who long for locating their soul in reality.
By breing present in reality. one grows friendliness and peace.
And one obtaines the goal searched for. Total peace and equanimity.
But it is no experience found by many people.
May every one desirng that experience obtain it. So i hope Allmighty.

The path of good deeds.
The path begins with a wish for leading a good life.
The path begins with a wish for helping society bringing happiness for all.
Happiness not described as having money or goods. but happiness to be satisfied with
who you are, what you do. What your goal is and how you are existing in the situation
or in relation to other people.
The path of good deeds. begins with studying the the lifes of them who lived good lives
in the past.
Studying them who had a good name in the past.
Studying them who where esteemed in former times.
The path of good deeds als begins with respecting and recognizing them who gave
form to life from the beginning.
Good deeds are acts done with a good intention. so intention to bring peace and happiness. to reject damage and bad intentions.
Good deeds are as drips of water on fire where it is unwished.
Good deeds.
In the law of a country it is described what bad deeds are.
in social rules it is hidden what is valued by all and what way of acting is esteemed.
May goodness reveal itself to them longing for it.
In war it is gooed to give peace.
In war it is good avoiding damage or wounding.
In war it is good. for giving avery country or region his place.
In war the weak and sick may be protected.
In peace it is good to share abundance with them who have lack.
Lack of shelter ,food or meanse of basic living.
Lack of basic facilities like medical care, education or culture.
In peace it is good to learn your offspring to be respectfull towards old, sick, weak and
poor people.
In peace it is good to educate good values and standards.
In peace it is good. to be visible and give peace.

The path of devotion is a path to honor the high.
The high in form of the highest power.
The high in form of the allmighty.
By the path of prayer one comes to recognizind and learning about that high power.
Prayer is as talking or communicating with that power.
By expressing wishes, complaints, thankfullnes, knowledge and skills to that power.
One learns to know and trust that might. And one wil speak more and more to that
power.
Devotion is as giving your property to that might. asking his help for labour and controlling your life.
In one religion it is named as being a steward. In other religions as being an instrument.
The power one learns to know is good, beautifull and truthfull. Learning to follow the
right path.
May wisdom follow the footsteps of themm who worship the allmighty.
Devotion is with the final act giving your life, your soul, your spirit to that Allmighty.
May the wise proclaim the path of prayer.
May the good protect the path of prayers. for always.
Devotion is also helping other peopel finding the goodness in their lives.
Devotion is also protecting animals and other living beings.
Wisdom in the path. goodness in the goal, peace in the hearth.

There is no goodness without goodness as intention.
There is no wisdom without the wish for wisdom.
There is no peace without longing for peace.
All the untrue will wreck
All the unreal will prove finally.
With perdition and malevolence one does not earn going to heaven.
With damagea and wouning one does not earn health.
With day there comes night.
With birth there comes death.
With rise there comes fall.
With building there comes destroying.
But how long something maintains is depending on the goodness and fate.
But how long something maintains is depending o health and friendship.
There are days who exist.
There are nights who exist.
But there are times when ther is no day or night.
There is in those times no action or rest.
There is no sleep in those times.
May the allmighty be there in those times as light for the good.
May there not be any selection of features.
May there be no filter to grant some life and some death.
There is no border for the good to be able to do.
But there is a border for evil, which is what the good does.
There is a border for a country. it is made by culture.

There are animals who by nature are violent. they have no choice in waht they do.
From slaying to get food, to being predator to catch food.
But people have choice to what they do, waht they eat, what they are.
People can choose to hurt no living being.
People can choose to hate or hurt other people.
May mankind trancend war and doin bad things.
May mankind trancend evil.
As a child learns to be obidient. it learns to behave well and to learn knowledge.
May mankind be mature to grow to being a peacefull race.
If there are people following the good. May they act without advertising it.
If there are people following the wise. May they do without wanting celebration.
Because the first human did act without evil for the good. because otherwise their would
Be no long histry possible in our race.
Indeed the first human followed wisdom without evil. as a proof that it is possible for
evey human to convert to the wise and good.
That change of direction is possible by following the path of prayer
or by following other paths to the goodness.

There is a day everyone will be judged.
That day is for everyone the last day.
One gets a judgement of peace for all the peacefull tasks he fullfilled.
One gets a judgement of wisdom for the wisdom he spread.
One gets a judgement of recognition for recognizing goodness in life.
But there are also living being.. judging themselves with the measure other force onto
htem.
By acting a criminal act. the judgments will be a crime.
damaging creatures bring forth a judgement of damage for that one who does.
But for everyone there is untill the last moment a possibility to convert to goodness.
But who will enter heaven or hell is for people not being correct an insurity .
Heaven is for those following the good, bring peace, or fulfill their little task of goodness.
The judgement is not only dependant on real good deeds, but also the position and the
possibility of doing good.
May every one longing for goodness, learn what is necessary to enter heaven.
The judgement on you is the measure by which you judge others .

May there be methods for beings who are evil to return to goodness.
May there be salvation for beings who are lost.
May there be salvation for them who are damned.
May there be powers serving he good, serving the wise.
For bringing that who is evil and which doesn’t want it evilness back to goodness.
May the Allmighty grant his light to what is dark and doesn;t want to be dark.
May there be powers giving borders to evil.
May there be light in consciousness.
May there be love in consciouosness.
May there be wished for peace.
May the allmighty give salvation for the damned.
May the allmighty give savety to the lost.
May the allmighty exist.
My there be wisdom.
May there be goodness.
May there be peace.
May health be esteemed.
May peace be esteemed.
May wisdom be esteemed.

May the living beings be saved from hell.
May the living beings be saved from illusion.
May people be saved from inhumane dominion.
May people be saved from inhumane technology.
May people be saved from force an threat.
May there be light in life.
May there be light in what you do.
May there be light in who you are.
May living beings protect each other.
May living beings grant each other life.
May consciousness be esteemed.
May consciousness experience peace.
May consciousness adapt to what is true.
May consciousness permeate all living beings.
May consciousness do everything to keep being alive.
May consciousness never get lost.

Life has a place in the order of the universe. That order is holy. If that order gets broken.
Or crossed there will appear a power or might which balances it.
Life has a certain pwoer. if that power is changed without respect for life. a new power will
appear to bring it back to rest.
Life is in defintion able to living. by changing it. there rises a power which balances it.
May the allmighty teach us which border to uphold.
May the allmighty teach us the border of power. to keep us safe.
May the allmighty grant us wisdom to live happily.
All living beings have a place, and respect lfe. because every living being knows effort to
live.
All living beings have a function. The animals, plants and other forms of life have a function
whoch maintians life as a whole.
in that way humans also have a function. but which function depends on what we strive
for. living together, being together.
Life knows life.
Consciousness knows consciousness.
Wisdom gives wisdom.
Goodness is goodness

Every creature may exist.
Every creature may live without doing damage.
Each vreature may develop within common laws.
Every creature may pray.
Praying is talking to the Allmighty.
Every living being may talk to the allmighty.
Praying is speaking about worries, problems, desires.
Praying is speaking about fears, mistakes, emergency.
Praying is talking to.
But not pretending.
Praying is expecting of help, influence or answers.
May every living being learn the mercy of prayer.
May every living being learn the light of prayer.
May the Alllmighty show himself.
May the Allmighty grant the ability of prayer to whom he wants.
Every living being is worthy and may pray.
Every living beign may turn in prayer to the allmighty.
There is no costprice.
There is no election.
May everyone feel respected.
May every living being be respected and known
May there be paths to goodness.
May those paths never be closed.
May peace be an option in society.
and never be closed.

A wisdom
A goodness
A favor
A mercy
May the light support all.
May happiness carry all life.
May health give longevity.
May money as goal and means give goodness.
May wisdom as means bring forth goodness.
May mankind work together for goodness.
May our world obtain the mercy to knowlegde of happiness.

